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Abstract

Autonomous mobile robots typically reąuire a 
preconceived and very detailed navigational model 
(map) o f their intended operating emironment. It re- 
ąuires the presence o f a priori information. The cre- 
ating world model o f emironment is a difficult prob
lem reąuiring a detailed description o f all possible 
rouies of the robot motion. Therefore, it is better to 
describe a behaviour strategy that robot can create the 
world model o f emironment itself during exploration 
of an unknown territory to achieve efficiently the tar- 
get from any start position in the futurę. This strategy 
assumes fuli self-organization and self-adaptation to 
the emironment. This paper describes an architecture 
of such system closely connected with neural network 
solving the shortest path problem. Such interconnec- 
tion allows determining the global strategy o f the ro
bot behmiour parallel with local strategy formed by 
reacti\e nmigational system.

1: Introduction

Building navigation Systems for mobile robots 
divided on several fundamental problems: perception 
and processing of sensor information, reactive control 
by vehicles and global planning of the behavior strat
egy-

Building system of the processing of the sensor 
information assumes the error correction of raw infor
mation acting from cheap transducers and combining 
them in the local environment map. Using the neural

network techniąue allows solving quite effective such 
problem [1,2].

Together with it, the various neural network 
models take place at the reactive control by the vehi- 
cles. Often the systems of sensor information proc
essing are combined together with reactive control 
architectures in a single whole [3-5]. Such approach is 
quite efficiently due to generalization ability of the 
neural networks.

On other hand, the global strategy of the behavior 
is oriented on traditional approaches using graph algo- 
rithms and on the building Voronoi diagram [6]. Such 
approaches assume creating detailed world model of 
the robot safe motion. As algorithm solving shortest 
path problem the Dijkstra's algorithm and dynamie 
programming method are used [7,8].

The purpose of this article is to present the key 
ideas and algorithms underlying research of self- 
organizing autonomous system to effective control by 
mobile robots. Existing experience allows defining 
concepts basing on hybrid technique. In this paper the 
original approach of building world model of the op- 
eration environment is also presented.

2: Principles of the map construction

The planning system consists of two basie subsys- 
tems: subsystem of the world model construction and 
the planning subsystem. The world model is based on 
indicators placed during exploration of the unfamiliar 
territory. The navigation system creates indicator as a 
landmark of the constructed map. As usually, each 
indicator contains the following information:
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• Indicator co-ordinates;
• Serial number of the indicator;
• A set of intervals describing the motion directions 

formed by the reactive navigation system. Thus, 
each interval can contain itself parameters, motion 
direction and the distance to the next indicator 
(Figurę 1). Hence, the robot moves from indicator 
to indicator until achievement of the target (Figurę 
2).

Indicator Position and Possible 
Motion Directions

lnterval 1

p i Q 3 —► ф14

Pt -  current robot position 
P2 -  an indicator

(P12 -  motion direction to the indicator P2. 
Figurę 2.

In generał the algorithm of territory map forma- 
tion and planning consists of the following steps:
1. If there are two possible motion direction (for 

example, forward and back), the mobile robot is 
controlled only by the reactive navigation system 
(robot moves along a corridor in the labyrinth).

2. If there are morę then two possible motion direc
tions and there is no any indicator in the current 
robot position, the planning system creates a new 
indicator and describes the link to previous indi
cator as a traversed distance, motion direction to 
achieve the previous indicator etc. The similar 
link is created for the previous indicator to 
achieve the indicator in current place of the robot 
fforn this previous indicator in the futurę. The

navigation system chooses a direction according 
to the attraction force directed on the target.

3. If there is an indicator on "intersection of roads1' 
in current robot position and there is at least one 
unknown motion direction, the navigation system 
tries to examine this direction because there is 
possibility to achieve the target using shorter 
route, but the robot does not known about it yet.

4. If there is an indicator on "intersection of roads" 
in current robot position and all possible direc
tions are known, the neural networks, solving the 
shortest path problem, forms an optimal route to 
the indicator, which is nearest to the target.

5. The indicator is also placed at the presence of the 
dead-end situation in the labyrinth.

6. If between two known indicators there is no a free 
path, the links between them are removed, i.e. ter
ritory map is continuously modified.

7. All items are repeated on each step of motion.

There is also a problem of interval defmition 
round the indicator (Figurę 3) because the robot does 
not move exactly from indicator to indicator and it is 
oriented on an attraction region of the indicator. Thus, 
the robot can perceive the operation environment State 
being different from described world model for the 
given indicator. Hence, the navigation system must 
"foresee" such situation to avoid continuous modifica- 
tions of the world model.

The defenition problem of 
intervals in an attraction 

region of an indicator

(2,6 metres In dlameter)
Figurę 3. The problem of the interval definition 
round the indicator.

3: Dead-end situation processing

The main disadvantage of reactive navigation 
systems is inability to foresee the dead-end situations. 
Accordingly, the global route planning system must 
solve this problem. If the robot has already completed 
world model, the optimal path planning algorithm al- 
lows avoiding dead-ends. On other hand, the uncom- 
pleted world model does not ensure the successful
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achievement of the target. Hence it is necessary to
have algorithm allowing solving such problem.
In this case we can define the following actions:
1. In normal work modę, the navigation system 

forms actions directed on the achievement of the 
target or of the next indicator in the shortest path.

2. While the reactive system detected dead-end 
situation, the planning system should form actions 
to achieve the previous indicator.

3. While the robot comes back ffom dead-end, it can 
detect new "intersection of roads" (Figurę 4) and 
therefore it will place a new indicator. In this case 
there can be several possible motion direction and 
the robot, choosing one of them, may not achieve 
the previous indicator. Hence the robot must come 
back to the new indicator and choose other of pos
sible directions.

4. Corning back from dead-end the navigation sys
tem can form new routes if environment State is 
modified continuously.
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Previous 
indicator 
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door w

a) Before detection of the dead-end situation
b) After detection of the dead-end situation and 

after placing of a new indicator
у - direction to come out ffom dead-end 

situation
Figurę 4.

4: The shortest path formation

The neural network solving effectively the short
est path problem has been developed (Figurę 5). Con- 
ceptually it consists of n layers, where и is a number of 
the indicators memorized by planning system. Неге

the l st layer is selecting: it selects a best route of n-1 
routes-candidates. Ali remaining layers form the 
routes-candidates consisting of 2,3,4...n indicators 
separately from each other. The experiments with pro- 
posed neural network have shown that use of all n lay
ers for a solution of the shortest path problem is an 
extreme case, because with increase of total number of 
the indicators, the number of the involved indicators in 
the path is essentially decreased. Therefore we used 
the following eąuation for determination of number of 
layers of the neural network:

E  = min|2  x V«j+ 1,«} (1)
where и is a total number of the indicators (key 
points).

Figurę 5. The architecture of the neural network 
solving the shortest path problem of 5 cities.

One of layers of the network generating a path- 
candidate is shown in a Figurę 6.

Figurę 6. The structure of the layer forming the 
path-candidate: a connecting schema of neurons 
by braking (Tij) and exiting connections (Wy).
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It is the relaxation network and forms a best route 
of the robot motion (according to the Figurę 6 it forms 
a route of 4 indicators), where two of them are fixed in 
the first and the last row of the layer. Неге the row 
number of the layer determines a position of some 
indicator in the route, and the column number deter
mines a number of the active indicator. At that only 
one neuron must be active in each row and in each 
column.

The system shown in a Figurę 7 (simplified 
schema) for memorizing the indicator location on ter- 
ritory was used. It has a Kohonen's network, which is a 
single-level memory of the storage system of the key 
points of the territory, and forms also a finał motion 
direction. Неге {XC,YC}- coordinates of current place 
of the robot, R and ę  are polar coordinates of {Xc, Fe). 
WtJ defmes a motion direction ętJ (Figurę 2) to achieve 
the next indicator ffom current robot position accord
ing to the obtained best route.

The ra g u llln g  d irec tion  
of tha ro b o l m d io n

Figurę 7.

The given subsystem is also controlled by the de- 
eryption scheme of the shortest route of motion (Fig- 
ures 8 and 9), which determines the order of indicators 
following in the route. Неге Yo<r0V>, c„ d e f m e s  an 
indicator chosen by the neural network solving the 
shortest path problem, P/...Pn define an indicator in 
current place of robot {Xc,Yc}, S/...SW define a next 
indicator in the shortest route, and R,,=l.

In generał the behavior of the planning system 
has two-level naturę: the memory scheme forms an 
internal form of the operation environment examined 
by the robot, and the neural network solving shortest 
path problem forms the global strategy of the robot 
motion for achievement of the target in real time.

(N-th layer) (N-th layer)

Figurę 8. The deeryption błock of results of the 
neural network: the connection scheme to the neu
ral network and to the interface scheme.

P i  P h
Figurę 9. The deeryption błock of results of the 
neural network: the scheme of deeryption of re
sults.

5: Experimental results

The software combining both the reactive system 
and self-organizing planning system to test the behav- 
ior model was used. As an example the labyrinth im
age shown in Figures 10-12 was taken. On the first 
stage the world model formed by the navigation sys
tem is elear. At first the robot tries to achieve the finał 
point ffom start position anyhow (Figurę 10). It does 
not have any a priori information about environment 
and knows about obstacle arrangement within the lim- 
its of sensor device detection (about three meters). 
During examination of the unfamiliar environment the 
navigation system places indicators on "intersection of 
roads". Aftcr first travel the only one possible path 
detected to achieve the target and it does not cover all 
possibilities to search an optimal route. During motion 
in the next time (Figurę 11) the robot extends itself 
knowledge about environment and therefore it can 
form shorter route like a person in an unfamiliar city.
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In the end the navigation system creates a "web" of 
indicators describing fully the operation environment 
(Figurę 12). If there are changes of the obstacle ar- 
rangement, they are emerged and the navigation sys
tem modifies itself the environment representation.

F - finał point o f motion 
Figurę 10.

The minimal hardware reąuirement for real-time 
simulation for the neural system is PC-computer on 
the basis of Intel 486DX-100MHz microprocessor. 
However because of increase of the territory map size 
the computation delay at the optimal path planning is 
also increased because of simulation of parallel com- 
putations.

F  - finał point o f motion 
Figurę 12.

6: Conclusions

In this paper the self-organizing optimal route 
planning system for control of an autonomous mobile 
robot was considered. It allows to form territory map 
of an unfamiliar environment, to carry out modifica- 
tion of itself representation of examined environment, 
to plan optimal route and to control a vehicle in real- 
time. The proposed approach allows to control by a 
vehicle in difficult operation environments and at that 
the system defines the robot behavior without a 
teacher. At present time the research is carried out to 
increase robustness of the proposed navigation system.

F - finał point o f motion 
Figurę 11.
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